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Sec. 4-6. Power of board of environmental health. 

(a) The board is hereby authorized to adopt, and the manager may promulgate, rules and regulations 
deemed necessary for the proper and effective enforcement of the provisions of this chapter. Such 
rules and regulations shall be consistent with the provisions of this chapter and the standards 
established herein.  

(b) The board is hereby authorized to adopt, and the department may enforce, emission standards for 
regulated air pollutants. The emission standards at a minimum shall be the same as standards 
adopted by the state or federal governments or may be more stringent than the state or federal air 
emissions standards. More stringent standards may be adopted to protect the health and welfare of 
the citizens of the city and shall be adopted after a health risk assessment is conducted. Cumulative 
health effects of air pollution may be considered when adopting such standards.  

(c) The board is hereby authorized to adopt, and the manager may promulgate, rules and regulations 
regarding emergency spill response to suspect asbestos spills to the extent the rules and regulations 
are consistent with C.R.S. § 25-7-501 et al. and rules promulgated pursuant thereto.  

(Ord. No. 292-90, § 3, 5-29-90; Ord. No. 1110-96, § 1, 12-16-96; Ord. No. 683-08, § 3, 12-8-08)  

Sec. 4-7. Appeal to the board of environmental health. 

Appeal from a notice, permit or order issued under this chapter shall be taken in accordance with 
sections 24-1 through 24-4 of the Revised Municipal Code.  

(Ord. No. 292-90, § 3, 5-29-90; Ord. No. 1110-96, § 1, 12-16-96)  

Sec. 4-8. Inspections. 

(a) For the purpose of determining compliance with the provisions of this chapter, the department 
through its authorized representatives is hereby authorized and directed to make inspection of all air 
contamination sources, including solid fuel-fired heating devices, and to take samples of air for 
analysis whenever necessary to determine the quantity and character of air pollutants. If any person 
refuses or restricts entry and free access to any part of a premises or refuses inspection or sampling 
of any device, facility or process where inspection is sought, the department through its authorized 
representatives shall seek from the county court a warrant for inspection and order that such person 
refusing inspection be required to permit an inspection at a reasonable time without interference, 
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restriction or obstruction. The court shall have full power, jurisdiction and authority to enforce all 
orders issued under the provisions of this chapter.  

(b) It shall be unlawful for any person to violate the provisions of any warrant for inspection and order 
issued under the provisions of this chapter.  

(c) It shall be unlawful for any person to hinder, obstruct, delay, resist, prevent in any way, interfere or 
attempt to interfere with the department in the performance of its duties in investigation of a 
suspected air pollution violation.  

(Ord. No. 292-90, § 3, 5-29-90)  

Sec. 4-9. Civil or administrative penalties. 

(a) Any person who violates any provision of this chapter shall also be subject to a civil penalty of not 
more than two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) per violation per day.  

(b) Any person who violates any order issued by the manager shall also be subject to a civil penalty of 
not more than two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) per violation per day.  

(c) The manager shall determine the amount of penalties. In determining the propriety and amount of 
penalties, the following factors may be considered:  

(1) The potential harm to public health, or welfare, safety or the environment; as a result of the 
violation;  

(2) The history of previous violations; 

(3) The number of continuing rule or code violations in the order; 

(4) The person's current compliance with this chapter and rules and regulations adopted and 
promulgated pursuant thereto;  

(5) Whether the violation occurred because of negligent or intentional conduct; 

(6) Economic benefit of noncompliance to the violator; 

(7) The effect of the penalty on the person or entity's ability to continue in business; 

(8) The demonstrated good faith of the person or entity charged in attempting to achieve rapid 
compliance after notification of a violation and other facts and circumstances relevant to the 
violation.  

(d) Any person who disputes a violation for which a civil penalty has been assessed by or on behalf of 
the city pursuant to the authority of the manager, may petition the board for a hearing in accordance 
with article I of chapter 24, D.R.M.C. and the rules and regulations adopted pursuant thereto. 
Compliance with this subsection is a jurisdictional prerequisite to any action brought under this 
section and failure to comply forever bars any such action.  

(e) In the event a person fails to pay a civil penalty, the manager may collect penalties by action initiated 
in the district court for collection of the penalty. A stay of any order of the manager pending judicial 
review does not relieve any person from liability under subsection (a) or (b).  

(f) The city may also petition the district court to issue a preliminary or permanent injunction, or both, as 
may be appropriate, restraining any person from the continued violation of this chapter.  

(Ord. No. 683-08, § 4, 12-8-08)  

Editor's note—  
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Section 4 of Ord. No. 683-08, adopted Dec. 8, 2008, amended § 4-9 in its entirety to read as 
herein set out. Former § 4-9 pertained to registration of air pollution devices, facilities, and 
processes and derived from Ord. No. 292-90, adopted May 29, 1990.  

Sec. 4-10. Nuisance. 

(a) It shall be unlawful for any person to emit air contaminants that constitute a nuisance as defined in 
section 4-2.  

(b) It shall be an unlawful nuisance for any person to cause or permit the emission of odorous air 
contaminants from any source so as to result in detectable odors that leave the premises upon which 
they originated and interfere with the reasonable and comfortable use and enjoyment of property. 
Upon either or both of the following occurrences, any odor will be deemed to interfere with 
reasonable and comfortable use and enjoyment of property:  

(1) If odorous contaminants are detected when one (1) volume of the odorous air has been diluted 
with seven (7) or more volumes of odor-free air, as measured by any instrument, device, or 
method designated by the Colorado Air Pollution Control Division to be used in the 
determination of the intensity of an odor and in the enforcement of Colorado Air Quality Control 
Commission Regulation 2.  

(2) When the department receives five (5) or more complaints from individuals representing 
separate households within the city within a 12-hour period relating to a single odor description, 
and the department verifies the source of the odor. To be considered an odor complaint the 
department must have a record of it, which must include the:  

a. Name, address and phone number of complainant. 

b. Time and date of call. 

c. Description of odor nuisance, including estimated location or source of complaint, and if 
possible, prevailing wind or weather conditions observed.  

(3) The department must use reasonable efforts to investigate all complaints to verify the source of 
the odor.  

(c) It is an affirmative defense to a violation of the odorous air contaminant standard that the violation 
was caused by an upset condition or breakdown of a device, facility, or process that: could not have 
been reasonably anticipated or prevented; the facility owner or operator took immediate action to 
eliminate the upset condition and, if necessary, repair all equipment and devices that caused or 
contributed to the upset condition or breakdown; the facility owner or operator notified the 
department about the upset condition or breakdown within eight (8) hours of its occurrence; and the 
facility owner or operator provided written detailed information describing the upset condition or 
breakdown and identifying the measures taken to correct it within three (3) working days of the 
occurrence.  

(d) Rodeos, stock shows, tarring operations, and other similar temporary events are exempt from this 
section.  

(Ord. No. 292-90, § 3, 5-29-90; Ord. No. 683-08, § 5, 12-8-08)  

Secs. 4-11—4-20. Reserved. 
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FOOTNOTE(S): 

 

--- (3) ---  

Editor's note— See the editor's note to Art. I. (Back) 

Cross reference— Authority of board of environmental health, § 24-1 et seq.; nuisances, Ch. 37; health 
authorities to enforce nuisance abatement, § 37-3; detrimental health conditions, § 37-17. (Back) 


